
For this assignment... Utilize standard atmospheric empirical models to specify and plot 
typical ambient atmospheric conditions, from ground to 150 km altitude, for the date, time, 
and location of your birth.  Your report will include your FORTRAN or MATLAB “driver” code, 
your MATLAB plotting code, and the output !gures with brief discussion.  

1) Acquire NRLMSISE-00 FORTRAN code online. 
(http://nssdcftp.gsfc.nasa.gov/models/atmospheric/msis/nrlmsise00/) 
Similarly, acquire HWM-07 FORTRAN code online. 
(http://nssdcftp.gsfc.nasa.gov/models/atmospheric/hwm07/)

2) With help from the test drivers and sample codes, create a FORTRAN (or, if adventurous, 
MATLAB) code that calls these two models to generate vertical pro!les of parameters as 
they vary with altitude at ∆z=1km intervals, using the following 10 column format:  

Height [O] [N2] [O2] Density Temperature [H] [N] Wind_Meridional Wind_Zonal

For example, you may choose to output these to a !le directly via your FORTRAN code, or to 
simply “print” them so that you can redirect the output to a !le, i.e., “makeprofiles > 
outfile “.  In the end, you should have a 151 row, 10 column text array.
Additional (F10.7 and Ap) parameters are needed to generate these model data – Please use 
either “typical” values or values obtained from historic measured data (if available).

3) Utilize MATLAB to load the output data !le contents into an array.  Calculate and plot the 
following parameters as they vary with altitude, with the z-axis oriented vertically:

a. On one plot, show [O], [O2], [N2] on a semilog scale in m-3.

b. Speci!c gas constant R (R=R*/M≈287 [J/kg•K] for “dry air”, valid to ~mesopause).

c. Ratio of speci!c heats (γ=7/5 for ideal diatomic and 5/3 for ideal monatomic gases).
d. Temperature in Kelvin.
e. Mass density (on semilog scale) in kg•m-3.

f. Pressure (on semilog scale) in Pa, derived from density, temperature, and R.

g. Potential temperature (on semilog scale), derived from temperature, pressure, and γ.

h. Gravitational acceleration g theoretically-calculated under Newtonian assumptions, 
and (superposed on the same plot) gravitational acceleration derived from MSISE 
model data under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium.

i. Meridional and Zonal wind pro!les overlaid on a single plot and labeled.
For each plot of a quantity not obtained directly from the model, please include in your 
report some brief discussion of how it was obtained.
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